Installation instructions for Above Ground
Pool Ladder

Very important：
•Do not use the ladder for any other purpose, it is only use the above ground pool. •Maximum authorized mass: 150 kg.
•Put ladder in the safety position when not in use. •Check bolting and fastenings (i.e. for traces of rust) whenever possible.
•In winter, we recommend removing, cleaning, and drying the ladder to keep it in perfect condition.
•Failure to comply with maintenance rules may pose a serious risk to health, notably to children, Put ladder in the safety
position when not in use.
•Do not swim around or behind the ladder. •Only one person at a time should climb up the ladder
•Do not dive or jump from the ladder
•Do not sit on the ladder. Do not allow children to use the ladder unless under supervision.
•Read these assembly instructions carefully. •Place the ladder on solid, level ground.
•Check the condition of the ladder components before assembly and during use.
•Stick the safety sticker on a step of the ladder so that it is clearly visible.
•Keep these instructions for information and future reference.

This ladder is easy to install and can be assembled by one adult in more or less 1 HOUR. Only the following
tools are needed: Flat screwdriver 10 mm. Spanner.

STEPI: Group diagrams of steps installation

STEPII: Diagram of Bushings installation

STEPIII: Diagram of Connect bridge handrails with
screws; washers and nuts

STEPIV: Assemble safety clips to handrail

1. Install the inner step

Follow the STEPI to install the first step to the forth step of inner ladder

2. Install the movable step

①

②

④

②

Follow STEPI to install the steps and then Follow STEPII to install two bushings on the steps ①--④.
(For easier installation, suggest opening the white plug first and when the bushings are installed, putting on
the white plug)
The end with white plug should be upward.

3. Install the platform

Follow STEPI to install the platform in the connection bridges.

3. Ensemble ladder Installation

①Lay the platform, inner ladder and outside handrail on ground,
Follow the above picture to connect handrails, follow the
STEPIII, use screws to connect. (The ladder will be in A shape after
connection of inner ladder; outside handrail and upper handrail)

③

Install the barrier as diagram shows.

②Insert 4 non-slip plug underneath
the steps (follow the direction as
showed)

④connect bottom step and barrier by screws

⑤ Stand up the ladder and insert the bottom steps

and all fixed. (Note: do not reverse the bottom
steps for inner and outside ladder part, please
refer to above diagrams.)

⑥ Follow the StepIV, install the 4pcs safety
clips on outside ladder part.

4. Install moveable handrail

① Insert the moveable handrail to the holes in the

bottom step, and lay the moveable handrail against
outside handrail.

② Using 4 clips to fix the moveable
handrail, finish the installation.

